
A workshop on 

Digitisation Workflows  

& Digital Research Studies Methodologies 

Join us for a special session covering  

all aspects of the digitisation lifecycle  

11-12 February 2019 

IIT Indore 



 

Monday 11 February 

Day 1 of this workshop will cover the practical aspects of undertaking digitisation. It is focused on the digitisation of li-

brary and archival materials, though the principles are transferable to other formats. The training includes guidance on 

lifecycle digitisation project planning, image specification and file formats, condition assessments, choosing equipment, and 

using optical character recognition to obtain machine readable texts that enable full text searching and big data analysis. A 

case study of one of the British library’s major digitisation projects, Two Centuries of Indian Print, will contextualise the vari-

ous strands of digitisation.  

This session will benefit information professionals, librarians and archivists who would like to learn about best practices for 

digitisation.  

 

10:15-10:30 Arrival and coffee 

10:30-10:45 Introductions and schedule for day  

10:45-12:00 Planning for digitisation, technical standards, equipment set-up & document preparation and handling  

                      Tom Derrick, British Library 

12:00-12:15 Break  

12:15-13:00 Introduction to OCR for Indian scripts—Tom Derrick, British Library 

13:00-14:00 lunch 

14:00-15:15 Group activities – 1. Forming a digitisation strategy  2. Using OCR tools 

15:15-15:30 Break 

15:30-16:15 Sharing Externally: what the British Library have done and digital content re-use—Tom Derrick, British Library 

16:15-17:00 Roundtable on Digital Humanities practices in India—Maya Dodd , FLAME University (Chair) 

Tuesday 12 February 

Day 2 will look at how information technology is transforming research today. We will consider the creative ways that 

digital scholarship methodologies such as text mining, data visualisation and crowdsourcing could be applied to cultural 

heritage collections to enhance research potential. Presentations from researchers will reveal how they have applied 

digital research techniques to enhance their own research.   

This second day will be of interest to undergraduate and postgraduate research students who want to learn about how 

to undertake digital research, and the tools available to them.  

 

10:00-10:15 Welcome and overview of the day 

10:15-11:00 Introduction to Digital Research at the British Library—Tom Derrick, British Library 

11:00-11:15 Break 

11:15-12:00 Digital Humanities at IIT Indore—T. Shanmugapriya & Shaifali Arora, IIT Indore 

12:00-13:00 Digital Humanities case studies from IIT Indore students  

13:00-13:15 Feedback forms and close 


